CUT THROUGH BARRIERS BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR BEST WORK

Introducing Tiger 2.0 — An evolution in abrasives technology. It was designed to be more than just a better product. It was created to help you do your best work.

CUT THROUGH INEFFICIENCY

Tiger 2.0’s unique formulation provides the same fast cutting speed, while lasting up to 40% longer. And it’s industry first, patent pending optimal use line ensures you get more done with less.

CUT THROUGH SAFETY ISSUES

Tiger 2.0 delivers predictable, smooth cutting and grinding, making the work safer. And it now has a QR code so operators can access crucial safety information right where — and when — they need it.

CUT THROUGH LABOR SHORTAGES

Tiger 2.0 makes cutting and grinding easier, which means operators aren’t as worn out at the end of each shift. The unique formulation also produces more consistent work from user to user, reducing training time and even re-work.

Tiger 2.0 delivers up to 3X higher efficiency compared to other products.
TIGER 2.0 ZIRC AND AO CUTTING, GRINDING, AND COMBO WHEELS ARE THE NEXT EVOLUTION IN ABRASIVES.

**INDUSTRY STANDARD**

**TIGER 2.0**

**ANTI-CHIPPING TECHNOLOGY**
Advanced 2.0 bond formulation reduces uneven edge wear and chipping, improving user experience and extending wheel life.

**FAST SPEED**, **LONGER LIFE**
Up to 40% longer wheel life reduces change-overs and delivers more cuts.

**PATENT PENDING OPTIMUM USE LINE**
Using the wheel to its full life reduces change-overs, which helps users be more productive while reducing waste and abrasive spend.

**QR code** provides quick access to important safety information.

**IMPROVE SAFETY**

**INDUSTRY STANDARD**

**TIGER 2.0**
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